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HAT LILY
HUTCHINSON ANDREW TRIO + LILY STRING QUARTET

Unexpectedly great music from unexpected places! 

An apt description of one of Western Canada’s more unique musical collaborations. Fusing the sensibilities 
of jazz and classical music, comes two award winning ensembles in their genres; The Hutchinson Andrew 
Trio (jazz) and The Lily String Quartet (classical). Their shows seamlessly blend jazz music infused with pop 
sensibilities with the lyrical sounds only a string quartet can generate.

Led by bassist and CKUA Radio host Kodi Hutchinson, the Hutchinson Andrew Trio (HAT) and Lily String 
Quartet (Lily), or HAT Lily have an engaging and entertaining presentation style that has been rapidly 
captivating audiences in Western Canada. Supported by composer, piano virtuoso and one of Canada’s 
rising jazz talents; Chris Andrew, this seven piece ensemble has been steadily converting audiences to their 
special brand of Prairie jazz.

In addition to performing some unique arrangements of classic jazz standards, HAT Lily draws upon the 
inspiration of their surroundings. Their music is a reflection of the vast array of musical and personal influences 
growing up in Canada’s Prairies. The new album represents the harmony, beauty, energy and excitement of 
the modern Canadian West. 

The full seven piece ensemble will be releasing their new album Hollow Trees in February 2016.

THE ENSEMBLES:

THE HUTCHINSON ANDREW TRIO (HAT) is a unique voice on the Canadian jazz 
scene. Over the past 8 years this acoustic piano based trio has been bringing their 
own Western Canadian sound, mixing contemporary swing, latin, and acoustic 
groove, to the Canadian jazz landscape. Comprised of bassist Kodi Hutchinson, 
CBC Galaxie Rising Star pianist Chris Andrew, and Canadian jazz star Karl 
Schwonik on drums, the trio is a 3-time Western Canadian Music Awards nominee 
for outstanding jazz recording. A regular fixture on the Canadian jazz scene, HAT 
performs regularly to enthusiastic crowds across Canada. They have performed 
at a number of Canadian Jazz Festivals including Victoria, Vancouver, Edmonton, 
Ottawa, and they won the prestigious 2013 TD Grand Jazz Award from the Montréal 
International Jazz Festival.

LILY STRING QUARTET (LILY) is a dynamic chamber ensemble dedicated to 
excellence.  This Canadian quartet was formed in 2005, and is recognized by 
audiences and critics alike as a top ensemble of Western Canada. This bilingual 
quartet is comprised of Elisa Milner, Diane Lane, Patricia Higgins and Andrea Case, 
all of who hold a position in the top tier of Canadian chamber musicians. Whether 
from the Alberta prairies, the city life of Calgary, or the beauty of Québec City, 
these women have brought together their varied experiences to produce a unified 
and tantalizing sound. The group has shared this sound across Western Canada 
numerous times since 2008.With the members of Lily String Quartet having 
individually trained at North America’s premiere universities and conservatories, 
they have a wealth of knowledge and experience that enriches the quartet.
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Contact
Stephanie Hutchinson - Chronograph Records

phone: 403-710-1908
email: stephanie@chronojazz.com

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING:

“Prairie Modern is a terrific listen, with great musicianship throughout…The Hutchinson Andrew Trio offers a 
distinct musical vision from one of the many great music scenes in Canada.”

Frank Alkyer – Downbeat Magazine

“[Prairie Modern] transfixes. Surpassing beauty. Absolutely absorbing. Makes me sit still and just listen.”
Lark Clark, Host – Ballads & Blue Notes – CKUA Radio

“As cohesive a unit as you’ll find on Prairie Modern. A remarkable journey through a very thoughtful all-
original set of music.” 

Cory Weeds - Cellar Café & Cellar Live Records

“Thought provoking and evocative...[Prairie Modern] grips and doesn’t let go.”
Pierre-Jean Lavigne – Galaxie Digital Radio, Producer – Jazz Stations 

“…they’re riding the leading edge of Canadian jazz ensembles, and on par with the best from around the 
world in playing chops, tight intuitive ensemble and memorable tunes.”

Lyle Rebbeck - Medicine Hat Jazz Festival

“jazz that evokes wide-open spaces and a gentle but vital energy, created with a smart, contemporary 
approach.... Prairie Modern is a transcendent tribute to one’s origins from three exceptional players.”

Roger Levesque - Edmonton Journal

“Hutchinson Andrew Trio [engages] in a freewheeling, expansive, and spirited three-way musical dialogue...
Prairie Modern, raises the stakes considerably and the results richly reward those who take the time to 
eavesdrop.”

David Ward, Producer – Tonic - CBC Radio 2“

There has been lots of hum after your show…all positive. I think my favorite story so far is about a gentleman 
who said he wasn’t [initially] a jazz fan but bought your CD because he thought you guys are ‘rising stars’.”

Dianne Irvine – Presenter - Sundre Arts Centre, AB

HAT LILY Live

Web: www.kodihutchinson.com; www.chronojazz.com; www.chronographrecords.com/hat (EPK)

Music available at:
iTunes, CD Baby, Outside Distribution, & 
www.chronojazz.com
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Discography

Prairie Modern
2013 - CR 034
Chronograph Records
Feat. Donny McCaslin (sax) 
& Rogério Boccato (perc.)

Lost But Not Forgotten
2005 - CR 001
Chronograph Records
2006 WCMA Nominee

Music Box
2008 - CR 014
Chronograph Records
2008 WCMA Nominee

Hollow Trees
2016 - CR 048
Chronograph Records
Feat. Lily String Quartet
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